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Bryanston Butterflies Team 

 

Mark Brewin 

Baz 

Dean Pearce 

TJ 

Hugh Mackay 

Aiden Guinness 

James Marshall 

Ollie D-B 

Jack Peck 

Alistair Tedford 

(not required) 

Adam Fowler 

Watt 

Setting the Scene 

Fresh from the pub the night before and with another sultry day of cricket in prospect, the Bryanston 

Butterflies appeared bright and early for the game against the Rioteers. Unfortunately, the Rioteers did 

not arrive bright and early for their away game at Bryanston. This got the game off on the wrong foot. 

What usually would have happened is that we would have said ‘we are quite strong’, they would have 

said ‘we are quite weak’ and we would have mutually agreed that Bryanston would bat first, score a load 

and then attempt to bowl out the stubborn Rioteers. However, with only a handful of Rioteers present, the 

Flies would bowl first.  

Flies to Bowl 

Adam Fowler-Watt to open and a rather magnificent opening spell. Pace and intimidation, just what the 

self-confessed weak Rioteers were looking for. In only four overs, he managed to remove two of their top 

four and put us right in charge. From that point on, he looked a little too threatening and was removed 

from the attach. However, from the other end, the physically less threatening, Aidan Guiness, was 

threatening batsmen’s edges. Lovely stuff. Away swing at a pleasant pace and nicks to the slips. Brilliant 

fun and earning Aidan two wickets for 19 runs from 10 overs. Tom Jenkins then came on to bowl and 

continued the delicious outswinging to collect 3 more of the Rioteers’ wickets. More nicks to keeper and 

slips with some juggling, but wickets nonetheless. Lovely stuff. Into the fold came Mark Brewin, with a 
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large contingent of the crowd there to support him, he delivered some flighted and accurate leg breaks. At 

least they looked like leg breaks. No wickets for Bruno, but a very enjoyable spell. Most amusing was his 

refusal to prematurely end a conversation with me at mid-off when he was supposed to be bowling. It was 

a good story to be fair. James Marshall bustled to the crease and bowled some rather lively nibblers. A 

couple of edges beating athletic dives from the slip cordon, but one finally stuck in the gloves of Hugh 

Mackay, who was going well behind the stumps with two catches and a stumping. James bowled 3 overs 

before his shoulder said ‘no more’, finishing with 1 wicket for 6 runs. Very tidy stuff. ODB into the fold 

and 5 overs 1 for 10. Again, very controlled and ripping a few. By this stage though, ball was meeting 

very much dead bats, as the Rioteers attempted to play for lunch. I then had a twirl and the cheeky and 

talented young gun from the Rioteers took a few steps down the track. He missed and Hugh did the rest to 

finish the innings. 84 all out. This with only ten fielders too... 

The Flies to Bat 

Adam Fowler-Watt and James Marshall top open up for a team of all-rounders. Bruno and TJ primed 

to come in at 3 and 4, but no need. Adam and James were imperious and smashed the Rioteers’ bowling 

to all parts. The same young gun who denied us at the end of their innings bowled four overs to start, but 

Adam was not giving him any respect, hitting him for the only six of the game. Adam finished 43 not out 

and James 31 not out. We reached 87 in the 11th over, finishing with a boundary four. The innings 

complete by 3:30, we enjoyed the usual hospitable Rioteers and their beer before disbanding. A good 

weekend to warm up for the Week, with new faces showing their skills and amiable chat. 
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